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The inclusive cross sections for lambda (A) production in high energy e^e"

annihilations into madrono nave been measured by several experimeals. ~ la ftuis

paper we present new results oa A production irom a large sample of data col-

lected over a period of four years with feline High Resolution Spectrometer (HES)

at the PEP e+e~ storage ring. The date, fcalien from an Integrated luminosity of
it

256 ± 8 pb~2 at y/a = 29 GeV, are compared to predictions of the Lund model

for the inclusive A differential cross sections as a fumc&ioa of fractional energy,

3 = tE^jsfa, and rapidity, y = ^!n[{E^ + P\\)/[1BA ~ P|j)]- Measurements of the

polarization of the A are also made, sad A — A correlations are examined.

In the Lund string model, baryons are produced when a quark and a diquarls

(members of neighboring pairs produced from the vacuum) arc joined by a strong

force flux tube of sufficient energy. The production rate of baryons relative to

mesons in the fragmentation chain is controlled, in this model, by a parameter

that gives the relative probability of forming a diquark pair versus a quark pair.

Physically, the diquark is pictured as an object of mass m that couples to the color

field as a unit. The suppression of diquarks (and of heavy quarks) arises from

a tunneling probability that is proportional to exp(—m^/K2), where K *» 250

MeV. The production of a A is suppressed both because it is a baryon and

because it contains a strange quark. The strangeness may come either from the

quark or from the diquarls. The ratio of strange quark production to light quark

production, s/u, is a parameter of the model. Any additional suppression of

strangeness in diquarks is specified by the parameter 6 — (ws/ud)/(8/d).

A second important source of A hyperons is the decay of charmed baryons.
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The shapes of the M sad g/ differential cross sections are diffieremft for A Biyper-

ons coming from these two cources, and so their relative contributions can, in

principle, be measured given oiimeiently precise data.

The A particle is readily identifiable via its long-lived decay to pn\ At PEP

energies, the A aad A are easily distinguished from one another because the

proton (antiproton) must carry more momentum than the pion in the lab frame

whenever the parent A (A) has z > 0.08. Throughout the following discussion

we will use 'A' to refer to both the lambda baryoa and its antipartkle, and cross

sections given for the "A9 will be the sums of the A and A values.

2. DETECTOR AND A SELECTION

Features of the HRS detector relevant to the present analysis include a

fifteen layer central drift chamber, with tracking layers spanning the radial dis-

tances from 21 to 103 cm, and covering 90% of 4w in solid angle, and a two

layer ouJer drift chamber system at a radius of 190 cm, which covers 65% of

4s-. Both chamber systems are contained within the 16.2 kG solenoidal magnetic

field. The momentum resolution for tracks which pass through the outer drift

chamber layers is ap = 2 x lQ~sp2 (GeV/c).

The faadronic data sample was selected by a series of simple cuts, which

included the requirements of at least four charged tracks and a scalar sum of

the momenta greater than 5.8 GeV/c. Events containing less than 7.0 GeV of

charged particle energy were required to have a total energy (ancluding the energy

in the electromagnetic shower counters) of at least 8.0 GeV.

The decays A —• px~ were identified through a series of cuts that favored
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meutral ferae!; pairs coming from oecomdayy decay vertices. Tlae principal

ments were:

© Each track had to be well reconstructed, msing a& least &$% of the drift

chamber cells traversed.

o For each pair of traces,, the one with the lower momentum was assumed to

be the pioffi, and was required to miss the primary event vertex by at least

0.2 cm in the plane perpendicular to feme beam directiom.

o The two decay tracks were required to intersect in that transverse plane at

a radial distance of between 1.5 and 75.0 cm, and to pass within 2 cm of

each other along the beam direction at this intersection point.

o The reconstructed neutral momentum vector, when projected through the

secondary vertex point, was required to come within 0.3 cm of the primary

event vertex.

o Vee candidates satisfying the above criteria were fitted to a three-dimensional

secondary vertex. The x2 °f this St was required to be less than 10.

o Vee candidates having an invariant mass within 10 MeV of the K5 mass,

when both tracks are interpreted as pions, were rejected.

These cuts produce an exceptionally narrow peak in the pw mass spectrum, as

shown in Fig. I. The spatial resolution of the tracking chambers, and the small

amount of material betweea the beam crossing point aad the central drift cham-

ber, combined with the high magnetic field, allow the extraction off a A sample

with a good signal to noise ratio across a range of fractional energies that extends

to z — 0.8. The signal in the high z region is shown separately in Fig. 5(b).



The background disfcribwfiioas were determined from the data hy

fthe reconstructed momentum vector of all negatively charged tracks through

She origin, and applying the same vee finding analysis. These background vees

produce a p - u mass spectrum whose shape agrees with that of the data in the

region away from the A mass peak. The distribution was normalised to give the

proper number of events in the wings and subtracted from tLe data. The signal

in Fig. I (a) contains 1514 ± 85 A and 1407 ± 85 I events. Using Breit-Wigner

forms to fit the peak regions, we obtain centra! mass values of 1II5.7±Q.I MeV

for the A and 1115.6 ±0.1 MeV for the A, in good agreement with world average

values.9 The widths (F) are found to be S.O ± 0.3 MeV for the A and 4.9 ± 0.3

MeV for the A, in excellent agreement with Monte Carlo studieg of the detector

resolution. In determination of the inclusive distributions below, the A signal

was selected in the mass region between 1110.6 and 1120.6 MeV.

3. SCALING CROSS SECTION AND RAPIDITY DISTRIBUTION

The detector acceptance was calculated as a function of s, using hadronic

events simulated by a Monte Cario program. The acceptance function peaks at

g = 0.25, where 13% of A —> pw~ decays are reconstructed; the overall accep-

tance for A —» p&~ is 7.5%. The scaling cross section s//? • dajdz, also corrected

for the known branching ratio into pn~, is shown in Fig. 2 as a function of

(She fractional energy variable z. The statistical and systematic errors, which are

given separately in Table 1, have been summed in quadrature in Fig. 2. The

systematic uncertainties include the background subtraction, acceptance correc-

tion, and luminosity determination. The results are in good agreement with



earlier experiments ~v in fclse region of overlap. The HRS date at high 2 in-

dicate a continuation 01 the previously observed exponential {Tall im the scaling

cross section.

The A rapidity was calculated relative to a thrust axis, which was determined

for each event using all well-measured charged tracks. Tracks tagged as coming

from a M° or A decay were included in the thrust calculation as a single neutral

fcrack, constrained to a secondary vertex. Events in which the thrust axis was not

well-contained wiShia the tracking volume were rejected from the data sample.

The acceptance corrected rapidity distribution is shown 5a Fig. 3 and listed im

Table 2.

4. POLARIZATIONS

The distribution of the angle of the proton (antiproton) in the center-of-

mass of the A (A) was examined for evidence of polarizations of the A (A) spin

direction. One such polarisation is expected along the direction of Sight (I) of

the A due to the 7 - Z® interference term in the e+e~ -» qi$ process. This

polarisation varies with the lab production angle (8) of the initial quark. Non-

leading A particles would not be polarized by this mechanism. The polarization P

is related to the forward-backward asymmetry {A) of the proton direction along

the chosen axis by A = Q.SaP, where a is the weak decay parameter of the A.

Asymmetries were calculated separately for A and A and in various z and cos$

bins. The asymmetries were all consistent with sero within statistical errors.

The asymmetry for the total data sample (A and 1 summed) Is A — 0.037 ±

0.043. With the cut s > 0.3, the result is A = -0.13 ± 0.09. A correction has



been applied to the data because the acceptance for A particles with a backward

directed proton is much higher than for those with a forward directed proton. The

above errors include both the statistical errors in the data, and the uncertainty

in the acceptance corrections.

A second possible source of polarization has been discussed by the Lund

group . In their string picture, the massive baryon and anftibaryon must be sep-

arated along the color flux direction (C). The transverse momenta of the baryons

produce a net angular momentum which must be compensated by aligning the

spins of the particles in the direction (C x ]). The resulting polarization scales

as the transverse momentum divided by the beam energy. Experimentally, it is

difficult to determine C For two-jet like events the thrust axis approximates the

initial quark direction. Using a rapidity weighted dipole formula, D = EyQ/E|j/j

where the sums are over all charged tracks in the event and <Q is the charge, one

can determine the direction of the positively charged parton. Monte Carlo cal-

culations indicate that for events satisfying the sphericity and apianarity cuts,

S < 0.25 and A < 0.15, the quark direction is correctly identified by this tech-

nique in 63% of the events. (At PEP energies eight out of eleven, or about 73%,

of the hadronic events come from a charge + | quark.) Using these two-jet selec-

tion cuts, the asymmetry along ihe (C x I) axis was measured for three different

ranges of the A p\. The values obtained were: A = 0.04 ± 0.06 for p\ < 0.4,

A = 0.05 ± 0.08 for 0.4 < p\ < 1.0, and A - -0.01 ± 0.08 for pf. > 1.0. Quoted

errors are statistical only. The uncertainty in the calculation of the color flow

tagging efficiency adds a systematic error of ±0.03 to each of the asymmetry

values.



6. DETERMINATION OF 6

In order to determine the value of the strange diquark suppression parameter

6, the z and y distributions were 6tted to the predictions of the Lund model

varying 6 from 0 to 1.5. The other important parameters cf the model were set

to the values s/u = 0.34 ± 0.03, as determined from the ERS daia on K°t M*°

and 4> production, and qq/q = 0.078 ± 0.005, as determined from the baryon

data of the TPC group.12 The inclusive branching ratio (B) for A, -» A+ X

was fixed to the value B = 23 ± 10%, as reported by the SLAC Hybrid Facility

Photon Collaboration.1 Fitting both the z and the y distributions, we obtain

6 = 0.89 ± 0.10. These parameters give the solid curves in Figs. 2 and 3, both of

wnich agree well with the data. The contributions from charmed baryon decay

alone are shown by the dot-dashed lines in Figs. 2 and 3. These distributions

peak near z — 0.3 and y = 2.0s in contrast to the A particles coming from the

fragmentation chain which populate the regions at low z and low rapidity.

The statistical and the systematic uncertainties in the data were both in-

cluded in the x2 calculations and are reflected in the error of ±0.10 on 6. This

error, however, does not reflect the uncertainties in the other Lund parameters,

qq/q and s/u, or in B. In order to reproduce the total inclusive cross section of

the A, these parameters must satisfy the approximate relation:

?l.i(i + S) + CXB = const.,q «'

where Ci is a constant proportional to the total production rate for charmed

baryons. This production rate has not been directly measured at PEP energies,
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and for Shis analysis it is taken to be t • -fa • qq/q charmed baryono per hadroaic

event. This is a reasonable but unsubstantiated assumption. Thus, although B

is discussed as the parameter in question, one can regard the product CjB as the

tine unknown.

Fig. 4 showe the variation of 6 with B, as determined from x2 fit's to the z

and y distributions of the A. The dashed lines represent the la errors in 6 for

fixed B. The shapes of both the z and y distributions are best described with no

contribution from charmed baryon decay. The x2 of the fit steadily increases as

one follows the band of best values from B = 0% to B = 50%. If the experimental

measurement of B is included as a constraint in the fit, then the la upper and

lower bounds on 6 are 1.45 and 0.80. Based on these considerations, and on the

quoted uncertainties in qg/q and s/u, we assign an additional systematic error

of ^"^j to the 6 measurement.

As a further check, we note that the set of Lund parameters reported here

imply a production of 0.024 S~ particles per event, in good agreement with

the measurements of 0.026 ± 0.012 S~'B per event by the TASSO group,14 and

0.020 ± 0.009 a~'s per event by the TPC group.12 A determination from these

5~ numbers aloue yields 6 — 0.88 ± 0.39.

6. EVENTS WITH A and I

An evaluation of 6 can also Le made from the cross section for events con-

taining both a A and A. There are 21 such events in the present data sample,

with an estimated background of 3.3 ± 2.1 events, giving a mean multiplicity of

< nA._j >= 0.054 ± 0.014 ± 0.012 pairs per hadronic event. The first error is



statistical, the second systematic. This value, averaged with the TFC 3 measure-

ment of < nA_A >= 0.042 ± 0.0117 ± 0.014 and compared with ftfoe Lund model

prediction for < nA_j >, leads to a value of 6 = 0.77 ± 0.35. Both Shis measure-

ment and the H~ production measurement are in reasonable agreement with our

previous result, but neither is precise enough to rule out the low S region.

Fig. 5a. shows the angular separation 9 between the A and She A in the 21

events. Events accumulate near cos 5 of -1 and 1 due to the two-jet structure

of the events, but the excess of events near cos 8 = 1 indicates ftfaat the baryon

number of the A is preferentially compensated within the same jet. An underly-

ing random distribution of events is expected both from background events and

because the A and A may come from different baryon-antibaryon pairs in the

fragmentation chain. The rapidity difference Ay, shown in Fig. 5b., shows the

same effect of local baryon number conservation on top of a random distribution.

Both plots agree well with the predictions of the Lund model which features

local barycn number conservation. The total number of observed A — A events

indicates that the baryon number and strangeness of the A are compensated by

a A (or by an antibaryon which decays into a A) roughly half of the time.

If baryon number is always compensated by an antibaryon which is neighbor-

ing in rank, then or>e might expect the momenta of the baryon and antibaryon

to be equal and opposite in the plane transverse to the thrust axis. This ef-

fect would be diluted in the data due to gluon radiation (the two-jet selection

cuts have not been applied here) and the above mentioned random background.

The angular separation A$ in the plane transverse to the thrust axis is plotted

in Fig. 5c. No evidence for any correlation is seen in the data. If mesons are
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produced between SSae baiyom a&d aatib&ryen in the fragmsntafcloB chain, as is

the Lund "popcorn" model, ihe p? correlations are weakened further. The

Lund prediction, with their parameter P{BMB)/(P(BB) + P{BMB)) = 0.5

gives reasonable agreement with the data. Lack of statistics prevents making

any meaningful measurement of this "popcorn" parameter, however.

7. TOTAL CROSS SECTION AND CONCLUSIONS

la quoting a total A production cross section, it is important to specify the

correction made for the unobserved momentum region. In the range from z = 0.1

to 0.8, where a good signal is obtained, the ratio to the /*-pair point cross section

is measured to be RA = 0.678 ± 0.023 ± 0.047. Using the solid curve of Fig.

2, the correction is 20.9%, which results in a total multiplicity of < T»A >=

0.220 ± 0.007 ± 0.022 per event.27

ID summary, the fits of the Lund model to the inclusive A data presented

here show that very little extra suppression of the strange flavor is needed in

diquark pair production over that already found for single quark pair production.

Previous analyses of inclusive A data have reported values for the Lund strange

diquark suppression parameter, 6, of 0.32 and 0.2. These values were obtained

with a version of the Lund Monte Carlo procedure which yields a value of 50%

for the inclusive branching ratio Ac -*> A+ X. Substantially better agreement

with the present data is achieved, when the experimentally measured value of

B = 23±10% is used, and avalueS = O.SeiO.lO^" is obtained. Ho polarization

is observed in the A decays, either along the direction of flight of the A (1), or

along the (C x 1) axis where C is the color flow direction. The 21 events in
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McIb boSh a A aad A" were irecoaaftracted eSaow evidence of local baiyon ©umber

conservation, but ao cotrelafcioB in the momeatum components ftrausverse fto the

fchrusli axis.
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CAPTIONS

L Invariant mass spectra resulting from oppositely charged track pairs satis-

fying the cuts described sa sext for a) all s, and b) 0.4 < B < 0.8. The higher

momentum track of She pair is interpreted as p(p), the lower as ir~(sr+).

2. Measurements of the scaling cross section, ajfi • dcr/dz, for inclusive A pro

duction. Data from the Mark II, TPC, and TASSO detectors are shown

for comparison. The solid curve is given by the Lund Monte Carlo, with

6 = 0.89 and a branching ratio for A« -» A+ X of 23%. The dot-dashed

curve represents the contribution from charmed baryon decay.

3. The rapidity distribution, \fo • da/dy, for inclusive A production, where y

is measured relative to the thrust axis. The solid curve is given by the Lund

Monte Carlo, with 8 - 0.89 and BRfa -» A+ X) = 23%. The dot-dashed

curve represents the contribution from charmed baryon decay (xlO).

4. Best fit values of the hund strange diquark suppression parameter 6 aa a

function of the assumed inclusive branching ratio (B) for A*. —» A+ X. The

dashed lines represent la errors in 6 for fixed B.

5. Events containing both a A and A. (si) shows the angle 0 between the two

particles, (b) the rapidity gap, and (c) the angular separation A$ in the

plane transverse to the thrust axis.
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0.100-0.125

H.126-0.I50

0.150-0.175

0.175-0.200

0.200-0.225

0.225-0.275

0.275-0.325

0.325-0.375

0.375-0.425

0.425-0.500

0.500-0.600

0.600-0.800

{,fP)lda/dz)(nb-GeV2}

1053±95±269

6I4.0±47.0±68.8

355.2±33.4±47.0

S07.4±28.0±40.3

198.7±23.0±22.2

150.3in.4±16.8

86.0±10.1±10.7

52.5±8.7±7.9

51.2±7.8±7.9

28.8±5.2±5.7

Il.li2.7±2.6

2.00±1.09±0.47

Table 1. Lambda Invariant Cross Section vs. z

V

0.2-0.5

0.5-0.8

0.8-1.0

1.0-1.2

1.2-1.4

1.4-1.7

1.7-2.0

2.0-2.3

2.3-2.6

2.6-3.2

{lla){dajdy)

0.243±0.029±0.079

O.I15±0.015±0.027

0.148±0.013±0.029

0.124i0.011±0.0l7

0.108i0.009±0.020

0.0834±0.UU69±0.Oii0

0.0535±0.0055±0.0065

0.0472±0.0054±0.0081

0.0192±0.0040±0.0057

0.0060+0.0021±0.0016

Table 2. Lambda Invaiiant Cross Section vs. y
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